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DISCOVER OPTIMISED SPEED
AND EFFICIENCY
At Octoral, we are always looking for innovative ways that help to maximise body shop business results.
Our newest clear, the C650 Optimum Clear is the perfect combination of a fast-drying clear that drives
body shop eﬃciency. Formulated using advanced technology, this clear enables body shops to reduce
process times while making signiﬁcant savings against energy costs. It’s not just the drying properties
that allow this clear to stand out, it also delivers an excellent ﬁnal appearance. The Optimum Clear is VOC
compliant and works perfectly with the Octobase Eco Plus System.
FAST DRYING

RAPID DRYING AT ALL TEMPERATURES

The C650 Optimum Clear dries extremely quickly in all
temperatures, but it excels at 60°C, drying in just
5 minutes. This shortens cycle times by 20 minutes when
compared with other universal clears which allows for
increased productivity and spray booth throughput while
enabling energy and cost savings.

The C650 Optimum Clear provides rapid drying times in
all conditions and temperatures.

ENERGY FRIENDLY SOLUTION
Forward-thinking body shops are always looking for new
opportunities to drive sustainable growth. The C650
Optimum Clear signiﬁcantly reduces energy consumption,
saving against rising energy costs. Air drying in just 45
minutes can help create a more proﬁtable workﬂow on
the shop ﬂoor, as it frees up resources in the spray booth.
Spray booth utilisation is one of the highest energy
consumers for body shops. A fast-drying clear that
dries in 5, or 15 minutes at low temperatures or
even air-dried can help signiﬁcantly reduce overall
consumption. The C650 Optimum Clear is the
perfect solution for body shops looking to drive
productivity while keeping a close eye on energy
usage.

OPTIMUM CLEAR

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

C650
502408003
5L
3

HIGH GLOSS FINISH
The C650 Optimum Clear produces a high gloss surface
and excellent ﬁnal appearance. The ﬁnish is robust
which allows for excellent polishing – it’s polishable after
60 minutes when air-dried or even quicker at 60°C.
EASY AND EFFECTIVE
Mixed at an easy 1:1 ratio with the dedicated H65
Optimum Hardener, preparation is simple. It also oﬀers
good application with excellent spray and levelling
properties to deliver an even, seamless surface. It only
requires a one visit application, removing the need for
ﬂash oﬀ s. It’s perfect for use on small and medium-sized
repairs - from fast spot repairs up to 3 panels.
For the best results when using this clear, please refer to
the Technical Data Sheet and Best Practice Guide.

OPTIMUM HARDENERS
Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

H65
202124003
5L
3

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

HW65
306201007
250 mL
16

DRYING TIMES

THREE DRYING OPTIONS TO SUIT
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

Polishable
Dry to handle
Dust free

ENERGY-EFFICIENCY
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FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Fast drying

Reduces energy consumption and allows for signiﬁcant savings against energy costs

One visit application

Increases productivity, saves time, resources and materials

1:1 mixing ratio

Simple and straightforward preparation

Appearance

High gloss and excellent ﬁnal appearance

Application window

Suitable for small fast repairs to medium sized repair work – up to 3 panels

Multiple fast drying option

Increase spray booth throughput when baking and decrease overall process times

www.octoral.com

DISCOVER
VISIONARY
THINKING.
Octoral is a Valspar Automotive brand.
Valspar Automotive is one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of coatings.
MORE INFORMATION
If you would like to know more about Octoral
or Valspar Automotive, go to
www.octoral.com and www.valsparauto.com.
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